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Recent Adoptions!

Smokey, Peanut Butter
& Butter Pecan Praline
(from foster), Mika, June,
Cyprus, and Meghan &

Harry 

Foster to Adopts

Fitz, Gilligan, Professor,
and Minnow

Thank You Shower
Volunteers!

The Kitten Show was a big
success as you can see by the

adoptions and fosters that
happened this past weekend!

A HUGE Thank You to
everyone who helped setup,
decorate, show kittens, and

clean up on Sunday! Thank you
Lisa for loaning us the 1st dog

room, it was so helpful!
Channel 12 came on Sunday
and did a nice segment on us.
Visit pawsct.org/about to get

the link to watch online.

Upcoming Events -
Save these dates!

August 18th

Clear the Shelters

August 26th

Four Legged 4K (formerly
known as: Bark in the Park)

Adopted: June!

June came to Paws when she jumped into the window of an
apartment in Bridgeport. We think the previous tenants 
moved and left her behind. She was very shy when she frst 
came to us but after a couple weeks of love and care, she 
became very friendly and sweet. We are so pleased she has 
found a new home!

“Feather is doing great! She is very affectionate. Every day
she becomes more social. We are still separating her from our
dog. They are both afraid of each other still. But we have an old
split level house so she has one whole foor to herself. My sons

are over the moon in love with her.” Woo Hoo!
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                      Taylor!                                     Rocky is a momma's boy :-)

 Turns out he's very talkative! Who knew?!

Walker and Nora Follup from 2006       Fuzzy (now Phoebe) Doing Great
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“We adopted Walker and Nora, two adult cats 
from a hoarding situation who had been at the 
shelter for about a year before we came to take 
them home with us as a bonded pair. They were
renamed Theo and Maggie, and relocated with 
us from our home in Oxford, CT to retirement 
in Monument Beach, MA. They have given us 
love and companionship for all these years. 
Sadly, Theo (a bit older than Maggie) reached 
the end of his days on Tuesday, at age 17.  

His heart and mind were still full of love, but his 
body was giving out. He was put to sleep with
respect and tenderness when it he let us know it  
was time. We thought you would want to know 
how much Theo’s  companionship has meant to 
us, and that Maggie continues to consider us her
staff and order us around with much gusto. We 
can’t fll the void of her loss of Theo, but will do 
our best to heed her every directive. Keep up 
the good work!”

“All is well with our kitty! Phoebe lives a 
happy life. My girls and I,  and even our dog 
adore her.  She is such a sweet & lovable 
cat and has brought us lots of joy.”



Delilah & Timnah Check In!

“We are all deeply in love with our kitties, now named Lila
and Luna. They are still playful and crazy, but getting a little
more calm and are very content to be cuddling on our laps,
and curling up at the foot of our bed at night. Luna (more
white with the Batman mask) is still the feistier of the two,
and Lila is my little lap kitty. She will always fnd me when I
sit down to read or watch tv in the evening and curls up
with me purring. 

They get along beautifully with their older cat brother Pete,
and their canine siblings Glory (a yellow lab) and Jordan (a
black lab). We are so happy to have these little beauties as
part of the family! They are growing up into lovely ladies - I
can’t stop taking pictures of them, but here are just a few.
Always grateful to PAWS for connecting us with these
beautiful kittens!”

Your Cat’s Sleeping Position Can Tell You What They’re Thinking

When a cat isn’t exactly interested in a full-on nap but at the same time wouldn’t mind some
shut eye, they form what’s endearingly referred to as the “cat loaf.” They tuck their front 
paws under their body but otherwise remain upright.

A cat that slips further into dreamland might form the “collapsed loaf” with their forehead 
on the ground. But usually, content cats will lay this way and let their eyes slowly close. 
They’re ready to spring into action, but they’re mostly enjoying their comfortable 
surroundings.                                                                   Thank You www.iheartcats.com
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Picante and Fresco are Fabulous 

“We are enjoying them very much! Fresco did
have an expensive surgery but is fne. She ate
some craft twine which got stuck in her
intestine. Our vet at Schuloff was able to make
a small incision and remove a several feet of it.
I am happy I was home to catch her before it
was too late. 

Besides that they are thriving and we love them!
They will be a year old shortly and will be at the
vet for their annual visit. We thank Paws for
letting us adopt them and have referred other
families your way!”
  

   Liza & Belana Are Doing Great!

      Makita (now Quigley) Getting Big!
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Did You Know?

Cats' collarbones don't connect to 
their other bones as they are buried 

inside their shoulder muscles.

Cats have 230 bones (10% are in
their tail) while humans 

only have 206.


